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In chains from a dank prison cell, Saint Paul rejoices that “The Word of God is not 
chained.”  The Word of God is not chained unless we ourselves place it in shackles and 
lock it inside walls of our making.  Silence is often the most potent prison, for when the 
Word of God goes unspoken we place it in chains by our silence. 
 
Sometimes the choice to speak or act is perfectly clear: the situation demands it, no 
matter how inconvenient or uncomfortable.  Even so, there are those who are never 
heard from even when a situation calls for action.   
 
When the Word of God goes unspoken we place it in chains by our silence.   
 
 
Let’s travel back to an election year: 1932.  Three candidates ran for President, not of the 
United States but of Germany.  The incumbent President Paul von Hindenberg narrowly 
defeated opposing candidates Ernst Thälmann and an ambitious 43-year-old named 
Adolf Hitler.  
 
However, the German economy had not recovered in the 3 years since the Great 
Depression hit hard, and the political landscape of Germany was divided, emotional, 
and uncertain.  The country was so divided that a political coalition could not be built 
and maintained; compromise and civil discourse were impossible.  The people were 
weary of the political fighting, the relentless stalemates, the rancor and tirades that 
made up public life.  
 
A strong personality stepped into the vacuum and worked to obtain influence, and then 
power.   
 
In January of 1933, President Hindenberg named his third Chancellor since the July 
elections less than six months earlier.  The new Chancellor, Adolf Hitler, had worked 
behind the scenes to manipulate the selection process and broker deals.   
 
He convinced a divided and ineffective legislature and nation that powers should be 
consolidated.  The role of Chancellor grew strong. 
 
In his rise to power and his campaign to gain that power, Hitler’s charismatic speeches 
carefully massaged language and even more deftly avoided clear mention of his agenda.   
The people were exhausted from the constant battles of politics, and couldn’t be 
bothered to look behind the rhetoric to learn what Hitler’s real plans were. 
 
Suppose that the Adolf Hitler who sought power and public office had spoken the bold 
truth of his plans without the nuance of carefully scripted language?  Suppose his 
agenda had been made fully known? 
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How would history now judge a legislator who voted for him, or a German citizen who 
had been silent, complacent and complicit in Hitler’s plans, had they heard him say: 
 

“I do not believe that Jews are human beings, their lives are not worth 
our protection, and I promise if elected to use public monies – taxpayers’ 
monies – to build gas chambers to exterminate them.” 

 
Who in their right mind, hearing that promise, would vote for Adolf Hitler to assume 
public office?  Who in their right mind could allow their tax dollars to support this 
agenda?  Who in their right mind would vote for someone based on their personality 
and not on their plans once they gain power? 
 
Of course, Hitler’s agenda wasn’t spoken so overtly.  His goals and plans were hidden.  
That’s not uncommon in politics. We see it today. 
 
Suppose a Catholic in Hitler’s legislature, understanding Hitler’s agenda, had assembled 
his or her campaign on this promise: 
 

“While I personally believe that Jews are human beings and therefore 
worthy of protection, I respect those with differing opinions and I believe 
that everyone should have the personal right to choose to kill Jews at 
will.” 

 
Who in their right mind would cast a vote for such a politician? 
 
Who indeed. 
 
When the Word of God goes unspoken we place it in chains by our silence.   
 
As Adolf Hitler’s true intentions became more transparent by his actions, priests and 
bishops stood in pulpits to invite Catholic people to question these actions and look 
more deeply into the intentions.  The Catholic bishops of the Cologne region condemned 
the National Socialist party, followed by the bishops of the region of Paderborn and 
Freiburg. 
 
The result? In 1933 all Catholic newspapers in Germany were banned by the state from 
publishing.  Late that year the Gestapo began rounding up hundreds of priests and 
thousands of faithful Catholics, charging them as enemies of the changing German 
culture.  Their crime was the Gospel, which stood as an obstacle to the ideologies of 
reform.  The government next labeled Catholic schools disloyal to the state, and parents 
who sent their children to Catholic schools were required to appear before state 
authorities to explain why their children did not attend public schools, where the 
ideology of the state was taught.  By 1939, 10,000 Catholic schools had closed in 
Germany. 
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A memo sent to all regional leaders of the Nazi party in June of 1941 instructed them to 
separate the Catholic people from their pastors and churches.  The Catholic Church 
came increasingly to be seen as an enemy of the state.  Priests were arrested, sometimes 
hauled from the pulpit during Sunday Mass, and imprisoned.   
 
The Dachau concentration camp was used for many of the most reviled enemies of the 
state.  2,579 Catholic priests were sent there, and there 1,034 priests died.   
 
None of this, of course, was laid out in the political speeches during Adolf Hitler’s rise to 
power.  Once elected, though, he began quickly to paint the Catholic Church into a small 
corner, away from participation in public life.   
 
If we think that limitations on the free exercise of religion are limited to the darkest 
moments of the 20th Century, we fail to see the import of current events in our own 
nation.  The ideology of the state seeks to replace the living of the Gospel in public life, 
and what was noble and moral just a generation ago is now labeled as hate speech and 
bigotry. 
 
People who sat complacently in the pews on Sunday mornings in the 1930’s might have 
thought their priests to be alarmists when they spoke out against the state-sponsored 
ideology, but through the lessons of history, who in their right mind would think that 
today?  Indeed, who in their right mind? 
 
When the Word of God goes unspoken we place it in chains by our silence. 
 
 
This year, you and I have a choice that we do not like: we wish that the presidential 
election ballot on November 8 had an option that read, “None of the above.”  It doesn’t, 
and we must make a choice. 
 
For a faithful Catholic the choice is agonizing: no party platform aligns consistently with 
the moral and social doctrine of the Church.  No candidate is a model of virtue and 
integrity. No campaign assurances outline the paradigm of Biblical morality.  However, 
as one woman in her 90’s put it, “I’m not voting for any of them to be Pope, and so I 
have to look beyond their character faults.”  We all need that wisdom. 
 
The tragedy is that this election may be determined by the majority of Catholics who 
refuse to tear open the issues and look behind the rhetoric. They will be led by public 
media, special interest groups, headlines, and water cooler conversations, not by their 
reasoned understanding of the issues.   
 
This year’s political imagination is animated by the candidates’ colorful and flagrant 
personality flaws — that’s what gets the press and grabs our attention. Any serious 
consideration of their huge differences on critical issues is well hidden.  Tragically, many 
voters will make a decision, having been guided by the personalities of the candidates, 
and not by how those candidates want to change society once elected. 
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When the Word of God goes unspoken we place it in chains by our silence. 
 
Rather than be trapped by idle gossip and rather than lamenting the sorry state of 
politics today, you and I should fall on our knees before God, begging for the wisdom to 
separate the issues from the personalities that obscure them, pleading for the clarity of 
insight to sort out which issues are truly most important in this election, and imploring 
God for the courage of conscience to cast a vote based on those critical issues and what 
the candidates want to do when they have power. 
 
Who in their right mind could be silent about the issues — not the personalities — that 
truly cast light on the choices we face next month? Issues that will shape our legacy to 
future generations. 
 
When the Word of God goes unspoken we place it in chains by our silence. 
 
Look past the personalities; look past the words and topics that are excised from public 
conversation in the candidates’ speeches and ads; spend time examining the platform 
agenda of each party; search their ideologies; look for their goals for when power is 
theirs.  
 
Who in their right mind, knowing what Adolf Hitler had in mind, would have voted for 
him as he rose to power?  Who in their right mind today would vote for someone 
without looking deeply into what that candidate wants to do when in power?   
 
Hitler gained power because of his personality and his speeches. Few looked beyond the 
public image of the person. The world paid the price for the ignorance of his real plans. 
 
When the Word of God goes unspoken we place it in chains by our silence.  
 
The world will be changed by the actions of the one we elect next month.  Learn now 
how each candidate wants to change the world, and ask who in their right mind could 
vote for that. 
 


